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The thermodynamic properties and phase behavior of water in
confined regions can vary significantly from that observed in the
bulk. This is particularly true for systems in which the confinement
is on the molecular-length scale. In this study, we use molecular
dynamics simulations and a powerful solvent analysis technique
based on inhomogenous solvation theory to investigate the properties of water molecules that solvate the confined regions of
protein active sites. Our simulations and analysis indicate that the
solvation of protein active sites that are characterized by hydrophobic enclosure and correlated hydrogen bonds induce atypical
entropic and enthalpic penalties of hydration. These penalties
apparently stabilize the protein–ligand complex with respect to the
independently solvated ligand and protein, which leads to enhanced binding affinities. Our analysis elucidates several challenging cases, including the super affinity of the streptavidin– biotin
system.
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T

he hydrophobic interaction is considered to be an important
driving force in molecular recognition, yet our understanding of hydrophobicity in enclosed regions, such as those found in
protein binding sites, remains incomplete. For example, the
binding affinity of biotin to streptavidin is orders of magnitude
larger than expected on the basis of most current theoretical
models. The inability to predict such ‘‘super affinities’’ and the
absence of a molecular understanding of hydrophobic enclosure
effects stands as an obstacle to rational design of potent pharmacologically active compounds. A better understanding of the
nature of such enclosures is essential to further progress in the
area. We show how superaffinity can arise from active sites that
have two important molecular recognition motifs: hydrophobic
enclosure and correlated hydrogen bonds. Using molecular
dynamics, we show that these motifs can induce atypical entropic
and enthalpic penalties for hydration of the apostructures of
proteins that stabilize the bound state with respect to the
hydrated state and, hence, lead to super affinity.
It is widely believed that hydrophobic interactions constitute
the principal thermodynamic driving force for the binding of
small molecule ligands to their cognate protein receptors. A
substantial number of empirical scoring functions aimed at
computing protein–ligand binding affinities have been developed; invariably, the largest contribution in such expressions
represents a measure of hydrophobic contact between the
protein and ligand (1). Underlying these contributions is the idea
that replacement of water molecules in the protein cavity by a
ligand that is complementary to the protein groups lining the
cavity (making hydrogen bonds where appropriate, and hydrophobic contacts otherwise) leads to a gain in binding affinity by
releasing water molecules from a suboptimal environment into
solution. Standard scoring functions aimed at describing this
effect are based on pairwise atom–atom terms or buried surface
area terms, which are parameterized by averaging over many
different molecular environments. Such an approach is accurate
when the molecular environments do not vary significantly from
each other, as is often the case. However, two types of protein
active site molecular recognition motifs have recently been
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identified in which displacement of the solvent by the ligand
leads to exceptional binding affinities that are significantly
underestimated by such standard scoring functions (2), often by
several orders of magnitude. The first motif is a strongly
hydrophobic cavity that encloses multiple water molecules; that
is, the water molecules are surrounded on multiple sides by
hydrophobic protein side chains. The second motif involves the
formation of one to three hydrogen bonds with the protein by the
ligand, where the remainder of the local environment is hydrophobically enclosed. The contribution of this second motif to the
binding affinity of the complex was greatest when several
hydrogen bonds were made to groups in close proximity on a ring
system of the ligand; we refer to such structures in what follows
as correlated hydrogen bonds.
The goal of the present paper is to explain the solvation of
these molecular recognition motifs at an atomic level of detail.
We address this question via all-atom molecular dynamics
simulations, focusing on the properties of water molecules in
several types of hydrophobically enclosed environments, as
found in three different receptors. These receptors are the
streptavidin–biotin complex, which contains five hydrophobically enclosed correlated hydrogen bonds; the Cox-2–
arachidonic acid complex, which has a tight hydrophobic enclosure; and the antibody DB3–aetiocholanone complex, which has
a less-pronounced hydrophobic enclosure. We also chose to
simulate HIV protease receptor as a reference case because,
according to the scoring function used in ref. 2, it has no
hydrophobically enclosed regions when complexed with any
cognate ligand.
In the computer simulations, the proteins without the ligands
were inserted into a water box. The water molecules that
sterically overlapped the protein were removed, and counter ions
were added to maintain electric neutrality. During the molecular
dynamics simulations, the proteins’ heavy atoms and the counter
ions were harmonically restrained to their initial positions.
Although the ligand is not simulated in the molecular dynamics
runs, we define the binding-cavity volume as any space that lies
within 2 Å of any heavy atom of where the ligand would be. The
location of the binding-cavity with respect to the protein remains
constant throughout the simulation because the protein is restrained to its initial position. This procedure is analogous to the
rigid receptor approximation commonly used in ligand docking
studies. The positions, orientations, and energies of interaction
of all waters observed in the binding-cavity were recorded, and
the binding-cavity solvent density distribution was determined.
For simulated systems whose binding cavities were solvated, the
water was found to be structured by the protein field. We used
a clustering algorithm and applied inhomogenous solvation
theory (3) to characterize this ordering. The clustering algorithm
partitioned the binding-cavity solvent density distribution into
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Results and Discussion
Using the above solvent analysis approach, we analyzed the
thermodynamic properties of the principal hydration sites of the
streptavidin, antibody DB3, and HIV-protease receptors. Figs. 1
and 2 plot the interaction energies versus the calculated excess
entropies for water molecules occupying the principal hydration
sites of each of the binding cavities studied. Although the
majority of data points are clustered together, there are four data
points that clearly deviate. These points represent data for
hydration sites that have unusually high ordering (large excess
entropies). Remarkably, each of these outlying data points
corresponds to the hydration of molecular recognition motifs
identified in ref. 2. No outlying data points were found for the
hydration of HIV-protease, for which no motifs were identified.
This finding validates the physical chemical significance of these
proposed motifs (i.e., they entropically perturb the bindingcavity solvent) and motivates an atomistic description of their
solvation.
The most striking feature of the solvation of the streptavidin
binding cavity was the formation of a five-membered water ring.
This ring persisted throughout the entire 10 ns of simulation
(Figs. 3 and 4). All of the streptavidin hydration sites with
outlying entropies are members of this ring. Although energetically favorable, five-membered rings are only fleetingly observed in bulk water because of their unfavorable entropies (7).
However, in the streptavidin binding cavity, the ring is stabilized
by the topographical characteristics of the motifs found in the
binding cavity (see Fig. 3). The three correlated hydrogen
bonding groups (Asp-116; Ser-33; and the combination of Asn11, Tyr-31, and Ser-15) are located in the plane of the ring and
are ideally positioned in space such that the water molecules
Young et al.
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hydrating each group can form unstrained hydrogen bonds with
each other when in the five-membered ring configuration.
Because the ring is enclosed above and below by hydrophobic
groups, the only orientations for which water molecules in this
region can maintain the maximal number of hydrogen bonds are
those consistent with the ring formation (a water molecule’s
hydrogen atoms pointed toward hydrophobic groups cannot
form hydrogen bonds). The ring configuration was so energetically dominant that no other stable configurations were observed throughout the entire 10 ns of simulation. The reduction
in the accessible phase space for these five water molecules
solvating the streptavidin binding cavity is what leads to the
entropic penalties captured in Figs. 1 and 2.
A simple estimate taken by summing the difference between
the calculated excess entropy of the five waters found in the
ice-like ring and the average excess entropy of all other active-10
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Fig. 2. World energies and excess entropies of water molecules in the
principal hydration sites of the binding cavities. The world energy is the energy
of interaction of the water molecules with the entire system. Shown are data
for principle hydration sites that are proximal to hydrophobic protein groups.
The point labeled 4 represents data for a hydration site with unusually high
ordering.
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Fig. 1. World energies and excess entropies of water molecules in the
principal hydration sites of the binding cavities. The world energy is the energy
of interaction of the water molecules with the entire system. Shown are data
for principle hydration sites that are proximal to hydrophylic protein groups.
The points labeled 1, 2, and 3 represent data for hydration sites with unusually
high ordering.
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nonoverlapping, 1-Å radius spheres. Spheres circumscribing a
region of the solvent significantly denser than the bulk fluid were
denoted the principal hydration sites of the binding cavity. The
Cox-2 binding cavity was found to be only transiently hydrated
in all molecular dynamics runs and was analyzed separately. We
calculated approximate thermodynamic properties of water molecules occupying each of these principle hydration sites. The
energy of interaction of the water molecules with the entire
system (world energies) were calculated directly from simulation. We estimated the entropic penalty of solvent ordering in
each hydration site by using an expansion of the entropy in terms
of orientational and spatial particle correlation functions (3–6).
In this theory, a uniform bulk density distribution of solvent has
an entropy of zero; deviations from this uniform distribution
represent structure and result in unfavorable local contributions
to the excess entropy.
When a ligand binds to a solvated protein, water in the binding
cavity is expelled into the bulk. Associated with this expulsion
are enthalpic and entropic contributions to the free energy of
binding that arise from the differences between the waters
entropic and energetic properties in the bulk and its properties
in the binding cavity. In many cases of protein–ligand binding,
the energy of interaction between the water in the binding cavity
and the protein is roughly comparable with the energy of
interaction between the docked ligand and the protein. However,
the entropy of structuring waters in the protein cavity has no
equivalent mapping with the change in entropy from desolvating
the ligand. This asymmetry suggests that the net contribution to
the free energies of ligand binding when highly ordered waters
are expelled from binding cavities is greater than when lessordered waters are expelled. From a thermodynamic analysis of
the principal hydration sites, we were able to characterize how
the various molecular recognition motifs affect the excess chemical potentials of the solvating waters and verify the hypothesis
of entropy-driven free energy liberation upon displacing the
solvating waters structured by the molecular recognition motifs.

Fig. 3. The binding cavity of streptavidin and a typical solvating water
configuration. Also shown is the protein structure that stabilizes the ring. The
green lines represent hydrogen bonds. The hydrogen bonds between the ring
water molecules and the protein are the correlated hydrogen bonds referred
to in the text. The gray scaffolding is the protein that encloses the ring from
above.

site waters suggests that the entropic contribution to the free
energy of solvent expulsion due to these enclosure effects may
be as large as ⫺7 kcal/mol (five orders of magnitude of binding
affinity). Several mutagenesis studies support this analysis.
When mutated to Ala, residues Asp-128 and Ser-45 exhibit 1.4
kcal of binding cooperativity, driven by a 3.0 kcal/mol entropic
term. This finding is consistent with a destabilization of the water
ring solvating the active site due to the loss of the hydrogen
binding groups maintaining it (8). Circular deletion of the mobile
loop formed by residues 47–51 that hydrophobically enclose the
ligand from above, most notably by Val-47, loses 8 kcal/mol lower
than the unmutated protein; this is much more than continuum
methods predict but in agreement with our estimate (9). Mutating Trp-79 to Phe was found to enthalpically stabilize biotin
binding by 1.5 kcal/mol but entropically destabilize it by 2.4
kcal/mol (10). This mutation effectively enlarges the cavity and

Fig. 4. Shown is the same conformation of the water molecules as is shown
in Fig. 3 (from a different perspective) with the solvent density averaged over
all simulations in green. The hydration sites determined by the clustering of
this density are shown in wireframe. Note the near absence of water molecules
in the inner part of the five-membered ring and in between the ring sites.
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Fig. 5. A typical configuration for a water molecule in principle hydration
site 1 from Fig. 1 in the 1DBJ binding cavity. The molecule is orientationally
constrained such that its oxygen atom maintains a hydrogen bond with
Asn-35. It is also flanked on three sides (to the left, right, and below) by
hydrophobic groups. The two hydrogen bond vectors point toward additional
solvent with which the water molecule can hydrogen bond. The purple
shading is to the scale of a Van der Waals radius for a water molecule.

partially removes the hydrophobic enclosure, resulting in more
entropically favorable binding-cavity solvation. This result explains why Poisson–Boltzmann-based methods, which cannot
capture molecular-length scale solvation physics, underestimate
the binding affinity, as measured by the disassociation constant,
of the streptavidin–biotin complex by three to six orders of
magnitude, whereas explicit solvent simulations predict the
binding affinity within chemical accuracy (11–13).
The outlying hydration site of antibody DB3 is depicted in Fig.
5. This water molecule is hydrophobically enclosed on three sides
(below and to the left and right in Fig. 5). On a fourth side, it is
bordered by Asn-35, to which it can form a hydrogen bond. To
form a hydrogen bond with the protein, the oxygen of the water
must face Asn-35, leaving two hydrogen atoms pointing away
from the Asp residue and very few orientations that the molecule
can take such that both hydrogen atoms can point toward other
water molecules and thereby hydrogen bond with them. The
orientation shown in Fig. 5 has one hydrogen facing toward the
reader and the other hydrogen facing up. This orientation is
representative of the most energetically favorable because the
molecule can make hydrogen bonds with two other water
molecules. If the molecule were rotated significantly about any
axis, it would no longer be able to simultaneously form hydrogen
bonds with both the protein and its two hydrogen atoms.
Therefore, the molecule has very few energetically accessible
configurations that leads to entropic penalties of hydration.
The Cox-2 active site was found to contain no persistent
hydration sites and is in fact entirely devoid of solvent in 80% of
the simulation, despite the cavity sterically accommodating
approximately seven water molecules. The high excess chemical
potential of the binding-cavity solvent is due to an inability of the
water molecules to make hydrogen bonds with the surrounding
hydrophobic protein residues and other water molecules. This
results in an extreme enthalpic perturbation, ⬎8 kcal/mol, which
drives the dewetting of the cavity (Fig. 4). The active site water
molecules of an artificially hydrated Cox-2 structure were evacuated within 100 ps of explicitly solvated NPT dynamics. The
active site of Cox-2 is predominantly a narrow paraffin-like tube
and is therefore in line with other studies of hydrophobically
induced dewetting (14–18). What is perhaps most remarkable
Young et al.

Systems and Simulation
The starting structures of streptavidin [Protein Data Bank
(PDB) ID code 1STP], Cox-2 (PDB ID code 1CVU), antibody
DB3 (PDB ID code 1DBJ), and HIV protease (PDB ID code
1HPX) were taken from the PDB (20–23). All nonprotein
molecules were then removed. For antibody DB3 and Cox-2
systems, we eliminated residues located far away from active sites
for computational efficiency. For 1DBJ, residues 109–211 of
chain A and 114–228 of chain B were eliminated. For Cox-2,
residues 33–84 were removed. Protonation states were assigned
assuming the systems are at pH 7.0. Two Asp residues (Asp-25
of both chain A and chain B) within 3 Å of each other in the
HIV-protease active site were handled specially. The Asp residue in chain B was protonated and made to hydrogen bond with
the Asp residue in chain A, which substantially reduced the strain
of the system.
The proteins without the ligands were inserted into water
boxes, and water molecules that sterically overlapped with the
proteins were removed. The size of each system was chosen to
accommodate a minimum of 10 Å of water between the protein
surface and the box walls. Counter ions were added to maintain
electric neutrality. The systems were then equilibrated for a
minimum of 1 ns by using the Nose–Hoover chains thermostat
and Andersen–Hoover barostat (24, 25). The OPLS-AA force
field (26) was used for the protein, and the TIP4P (27) water
model was used for the solvent, with a cut-off of 10 Å for
Lennard–Jones interactions and a Particle-Mesh Ewald (28) for
electrostatic interactions.
Young et al.

Analysis
Much of our analytical effort focused on applying inhomogenous solvation theory to properties of water molecules solvating the active sites of the proteins. Application of inhomogenous solvation theory to systems with an open enclosure
where water molecules can exchange with the bulk solvent
posed a number of challenges. In particular, the f luctuating
number of molecules solvating the areas of interest required a
clear and sensible definition of which water molecules would
be studied; the rough topography of the active sites made the
definition of an orientational frame of reference particularly
difficult because, even over smaller subvolumes, the orientational distributions were highly position-dependent; the large
size of the protein active sites necessitated the partitioning of
the solvent density into well defined subvolumes for both
numerical integration of the orientational contribution to the
entropies and for physical interpretation.
Binding Cavity. The starting point for each simulation was the

protein–ligand complex. The ligand was then removed, and
water was allowed to fill the vacated volume. We refer to this
vacated volume as the binding cavity. Although the ligand was
not simulated in the molecular dynamics runs, the binding cavity
volume is defined as any space that lies within 2 Å of any heavy
atom of where the ligand would be. The location of the binding
cavity remains constant throughout the simulation, and, because
the protein is harmonically restrained to its initial positions, it
maintains its spatial relation to the protein throughout the
simulation.
Density Profile. Throughout the course of the molecular dynamics

simulations, any water molecule whose oxygen atom was in the
binding cavity at a given time was tagged, and the positions and
orientations of these water molecules were recorded. All of these
water molecules together provided the water density profile
inside each protein’s binding cavity. The spatial distribution
inside part of the streptavidin cavity is shown in Fig. 4. This
distribution was considered to be the equilibrium distribution of
water molecules inside the binding cavity and is the distribution
functions used for the clustering and inhomogenous solvation
theory described below.
PNAS 兩 January 16, 2007 兩 vol. 104 兩 no. 3 兩 811
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Conclusions
Our simulations suggest that the hydrophobic enclosures found
in these systems aid molecular recognition by perturbing the
solvation of the binding cavity, which in turn results in a relative
stabilization of the bound complex. Such hydrophobic enclosures
sterically allow for very few energetically competitive water
configurations, yielding entropic penalties of solvation that are
not observed in larger ligand cavities. The streptavidin/biotin
system demonstrates that severe entropic constraints, without
corresponding energy gain, can be manifested even in the
presence of polar groups if specific enclosed geometrical requirements are met; such structures constitute a well defined and
thermodynamically substantial molecular recognition motif. An
extreme case of hydrophobic enclosure is observed in the Cox-2
binding cavity, where no energetically stable solvent configurations appear to exist; insertion of ligand hydrophobic groups into
such a region of persistent vacuum will result in substantially
larger free-energy liberation than would be expected if the
binding cavity were treated as solvated.
Such hydrophobically enclosed regions are compelling targets
for drug design because it is possible with suitable ligands to
obtain exceptionally large enhancements of potency with a
minimal increase in molecular weight. We have also demonstrated here how explicitly solvated trajectories of a receptor can
be analyzed by a solvent clustering procedure and inhomogenous
solvation theory to identify solvent regions of anomalously
unfavorable solvent entropy. This information can actively guide
drug design by suggesting regions of the solvent proximal to
known active compounds that will be maximally (freeenergetically) beneficial to displace by adding new chemical
groups to the ligand.

During the molecular dynamics simulations, the proteins’
heavy atoms and the counter ions were harmonically restrained
to their initial positions. Multiple configurations of each system
were sampled from the 1 -s initial run at constant pressure and
temperature and used as initial configurations for constantenergy, constant-volume molecular dynamics simulations. Data
were taken from ⬎10 ns of simulation time for each system. All
simulations were run with the SIM molecular dynamics program,
which was developed in the Berne group (29).
In the constant pressure equilibration runs, water quickly
filled the vacuum left by the removal of the ligands in all systems
except for Cox-2. For Cox-2, it was found that few water
molecules entered the protein active site during the equilibration
step and left quickly after entering. For this protein, we artificially solvated the active site by transforming seven heavy atom
sites of the ligand to water molecules. Starting with the carboxylic
acid head of the arachidonic acid (ligand), every third carbon
atom was changed to a water molecule (seven total). The
remaining ligand atoms were removed. The average spacing
between the resulting water molecules was 3.3 Å after this
procedure. The structure was locally minimized before simulation. In these artificially hydrated simulations, the inserted water
molecules vacated the cavity within 100 ps in the equilibration
runs.
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about the Cox-2 system is that the active-site cavity does not
collapse in the absence of a ligand to form hydrophobic contacts
between the enclosing hydrophobic groups of the protein (19).
The creation of such a cavity, against the hydrophobic forces
promoting collapse, clearly requires substantial evolutionary
engineering.

Clustering Algorithm. Because of the inhomogeneity of the protein
surface, the orientational distribution was highly dependent on
the position inside the binding cavities. This necessitated the
partitioning of the binding cavities into small subvolumes for
which the distributions could be treated as independent of
position. We identified subvolumes of the binding cavities with
high densities by using a clustering algorithm. This algorithm
cycles through the positions of the oxygen atom of every water
molecule composing the water density profile in the binding
cavity and finds the position that has the greatest number of
water neighbors within a 1-Å radius. We denote this position as
a principal hydration site and remove it and all of the oxygen
positions within 1 Å of it from the solvent density distribution.
The process is then repeated, cycling through the remaining
positions. This process terminated when a hydration site is found
with a water density in the 1-Å sphere that is less than twice that
of the expected value in the bulk system. We should note that the
1-Å sphere is small enough such that at any given time only one
water molecule occupies a given principle hydration site.
Application of this clustering algorithm resulted in nonoverlapping 1-Å radius spheres corresponding to the regions of high water
density in each the binding cavities of the proteins. The five
wireframe spheres shown in Fig. 4 encompass five of the principal
hydration sites identified by this clustering algorithm for the streptavidin binding cavity. The principal hydration sites are well defined
subvolumes of the binding cavities that have ideal convergence
properties, i.e., sparse water density near the edges of the cluster,
for the inhomogenous solvation theory machinery.
World Energy. The energy of interaction of each water molecule

with the entire system was calculated for each water molecule in
each principle hydration site. These energies are simply the
difference in energy between the system with the water molecule
and the system without the water molecule. The average of these
quantities for all molecules in each principle hydration site are
the energies shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
Inhomogeneous Solvation Theory. We estimated the entropic cost

of solvent ordering due to the protein field separately for each
hydration site by following the inhomogenous solvation theory of
Lazaridis (3). This theory uses an expansion of the entropy in
terms of orientational and spatial particle correlation functions
(3–6). In this expansion, a uniform bulk density distribution of
solvent has an entropy of zero; deviations from this uniform
distribution represent structure and result in unfavorable local
contributions to the excess entropy.
Our reported values of the excess entropy were calculated by
a full numerical evaluation of the first and partial evaluation of
the second term in the expansion of the entropy in terms of
powers of the density:
Se ⫽ ⫺

k b 
⍀

k b w2
⫺
2⍀ 2

冕
冕

g sw共r,  兲 lng sw共r,  兲drd 

g sww共r2 2兲 ln␦ g sww共r2, 2)dr2d  2— . . . ,

where r and  describe the Cartesian position and Euler angle
orientation of a water molecule, gsw(r) is the single-body distribution of water (w) at r and  in the fixed reference frame of the
solute protein (s) and w is the density of the neat TIP4P system.
We will refer to the first term on the RHS of Eq. 1 as the
one-body term and the second term as the two-body term.
One-Body Terms. The translational one-body terms were straightforward to evaluate and were numerically integrated by using a
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length of 0.03 Å for r, 15° along , and 30° along  in spherical
coordinates. The one-body terms were evaluated independently
for each hydration site. To account for possible positiondependence of the orientations within each hydration site, we
divided each hydration site into two subvolumes by using a
quaternion-based angular clustering algorithm.
The orientational distributions were then obtained by using a
numerically exact quaternion formalism. The evaluation of the
orientational terms were then numerically integrated with 10°
bins for each of the Euler angles.
The algorithm we used to partition each hydration site into two
subvolumes clustered water molecules in orientational space
with a quaternion distance metric. This procedure required the
computation of a master quaternion (q) for each water molecule,
where q was defined as the quaternion that rotated the water
molecule onto a specified reference water orientation. The
distance between each water in angular space was defined as c ⫽
1 ⫺ q1䡠q2. This metric, derived by Kuffner (30), obeys the
triangle inequality, is efficient to compute, and is strictly
bounded between 0 and 1, with 0 implying identical orientations.
The two largest angular clusters were identified by using a
clustering algorithm identical to the radial one described above,
except the distance c ⱕ 0.1 was used instead of a radius of 1 Å.
The plane orthogonal to the vector connecting the two cluster
centroids and equidistant from the cluster centroids was then used
to then divide the hydration site into two subvolumes. This hydration site subdivision was found to add precision to the calculation
of rotational entropies when several protein hydrogen bonds were
found in close proximity, which in turn caused the electrostatic
environment to vary greatly with small changes in intracluster
position. For most hydration sites, however, this partitioning had
little effect. This partition resulted in the expansion
V1
V1
V2
V2
g共r,  兲 ⯝ g sw
共r兲g sw
共  兲 ⫹ g sw
共r兲g sw
共  兲,

where Vi refer to the two new subvolumes of each hydration site.
V1
共r兲 ⫽ g sw共r) for r 僆 V 1 and 0 otherwise
gsw
V2
gsw
共r兲 ⫽ g sw共r兲 for r 僆 V 2 and 0 otherwise
V1
V2
gsw共r兲 ⫽ g sw
共r兲 ⫹ g sw
共r兲.

With the corresponding normalizations due to the division of
space into subvolumes, the first term in the entropy expansion
was evaluated as
⫺

k b 
⍀

冕
冕
冕
冕

⯝ ⫺kb 

⫺

⫺

g sw共r, ) lng sw(r,  兲drd

g sw(r) lng sw共r兲dr

k bN V1
⍀

V1

k bN V2
⍀

V1
V1
g sw
共  兲 lng sw
共  兲d 

V2
V2
g sw
共  兲 lng sw
共  兲d  .

V2

The orientational distribution functions were assumed to be
invariant within each subvolume of the hydration sites. The
orientational distribution functions were then obtained by using
a mixed quaternion/Euler angle method for which the quaternions needed to rotate all of the water molecules onto the
reference water molecule were analytically computed, the Euler
Young et al.
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CHEMISTRY

Two-Body Terms. Because of the limitation in the data, we were

BIOPHYSICS

not able to fully evaluate the two-body terms in the entropy
expansion. Instead, we limited ourselves to calculating correlations in the interparticle distances between water molecules in

adjacent hydration sites and correlations in the hydrogen–
oxygen–oxygen angles formed between water molecules in adjacent hydration sites. The contribution of these terms are the
part that is not described by the one-body terms. The overall
contribution of these terms was relatively small, and the twobody terms were mainly determined by the product of the
one-body terms.

angle was analytically extracted, and the resulting Euler angle
distribution was integrated numerically.
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